Wall Sleeves for pipe - cement coated pipe sleeves for block walls and concrete wall pipe passage

WA-ZVR Wall sleeves
Versatile solutions for building entries.
Wall sleeve for pipe with special coating
The new cement-coated wall sleeve consists of a break-resistant, inherently stable plastic wall sleeve and a cement-bound special coating. This coating adheres perfectly to the wall sleeve, bonds homogeneously with the concrete and compensates any temperature variations. The cement-coated wall sleeve can either be set in concrete, brick walls or used in joint grout applications. The wall sleeve is water pressure tight up to 5 bar – certified by KIWA construction test – and is ideally suitable for use in "white tanks".

Suitable for wall types no. 1 – 4 and 9 – 11.
Standard wall sleeve
Cement-coated wall sleeve

Special coating
Pipe diameters from 80 – 300 mm

WA-ZVR in concrete wall
WA-ZVR in double wall / element wall

On-site example
On-site example
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